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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP2944360A1] The present application discloses a golf coach station, which comprises an arc-shaped swing plane testing rail, and
is characterized in that: the arc-shaped swing plane testing rail comprises a takeaway section, a striking section, and a follow-through section
connected in sequence, wherein the takeaway section and the follow-through section comprise at least nine art-shaped sections respectively,
adjacent arc-shaped sections are connected through movable joints, and the movable joints are used for adjusting the curvature radiuses of the
takeaway section and the follow-through section and for forming rising angles on the takeaway section and the follow-through section. The arc-
shaped swing plane testing rail of the present application can be used for simulating the swing tracks of "two planes", an optimal swing plane can
be simulated by simulating different golf clubs and different course position slopes specific to players of different figures, the players can test the
correctness of own swinging actions by the coach station of the present application, and the coach station can be used for training striking to grasp
the golf swing concept easily and conveniently.
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